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BLANK STOCK

54mm
Code: 1001 

Premium quality blank 54mm wooden golf tees manufactured from
sustainable timber resources. 

Choice of over 14 colours available
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: Immediate

Blank tees are available PMS matched on orders over 10,000
tees, the lead time for PMS matched tees is 4 weeks.

70mm
Code: 1002 

Premium quality blank 70mm wooden golf tees manufactured from
sustainable timber resources. 

Choice of over 14 colours available
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: Immediate

Blank tees are available PMS matched on orders over 10,000
tees, the lead time for PMS matched tees is 4 weeks.

83mm
Code: 1003 

Premium quality blank 83mm wooden golf tees manufactured from
sustainable timber resources. 

Available in white or natural
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: Immediate

Blank tees are available PMS matched on orders over 10,000
tees, the lead time for PMS matched tees is 4 weeks.

Pencils
Code: 3008 

Premium quality blank wooden pencils manufactured from
sustainable timber resources. pencils are available with or without 
eraser

Available in white, red, navy, dark green, black and natural
Minimum order quantity: 100
Shipping: Immediate
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BLANK STOCK

Zero Friction
Code: 1006 

The 3 prong top of the Zero Friction golf tee reduces the
contact area with the ball providing unparalleled distance
and accuracy. 

Available in 70mm only
Manufactured using recycled materials
Available in white
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: Immediate

Pro-Pegs - 20 Pack
Code: 1007 (54mm), 1009 (70mm) 

Premium quality wooden 70mm or 54mm golf tees packed in 20’s.
Pro-Peg tees are manufactured from sustainable timber resources. 

Available in white
Minimum order quantity: 50 packs
Shipping: Immediate

Pro-Pegs - 100 Pack
Code: 1008 (54mm), 1010 (70mm) 

Premium quality wooden 70mm or 54mm golf tees packed in 100’s.
Pro-Peg tees are manufactured from sustainable timber resources. 

Available in white
Minimum order quantity: 50 packs
Shipping: Immediate
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PRINTED TEES

Printed Wooden Golf Tees
Code: 2001 (54mm), 2002 (70mm) 

Premium quality wooden golf tees printed in up to 3 colours,
available in 54mm or 70mm. 

Manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Wrap around logo or text print
Full PMS matching
PDF proof with every order
Choice of over 14 colours available
Retail bagging available
Minimum order quantity: 500
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express and 2 day rush options are available.

Printed tees are available PMS matched on orders over 10,000
tees, the lead time for PMS matched tees is 4 weeks.

Cup & Shank Printed Wooden Golf Tees
Code: 2003 (54mm), 2004 (70mm) 

Premium quality wooden golf tees cup and shank printed in
up to 3 colours, available in 54mm or 70mm. 

Manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching
PDF proof with every order
Choice of over 14 colours available
Retail bagging available
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: 4 weeks

Printed tees are available PMS matched on orders over 10,000
tees,

Printed Zero Friction Golf Tees
Code: 2007 

The 3 prong top of the Zero Friction golf tee reduces the
contact area with the ball providing unparalleled distance
and accuracy. Zero Friction tees can be printed in up to
two colours.

Available in 70mm only
Manufactured using recycled materials
PDF proof with every order
Available in white
Full PMS matching
Retail bagging available
Minimum order quantity: 500
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express and 2 day rush options are available.
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PRINTED PENCILS

Printed Wooden Pencils - No Eraser
Code: 3006 

Premium quality wooden golf pencils printed in up to 2 colours,

Manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching
PDF proof with every order
Available in white, red, navy, dark green, black and natural
Blank stock available
Minimum order quantity: 100
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express available.

Printed Wooden Pencils - With Eraser
Code: 3009 

Premium quality wooden golf pencils with eraser printed
in up to 2 colours,

Manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching
PDF proof with every order
Available in white, red, navy, dark green, black and natural
Blank stock available
Minimum order quantity: 100
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express available.

Printed Wooden Hexagonal Pencils
Code: 3000 (without eraser), 3003 (with eraser) 

Premium quality wooden golf pencils with or without eraser
printed in up to 2 colours,

Manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching
PDF proof with every order
Available in white, red, navy, dark green, black and natural
Blank stock available
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: 4 weeks
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REPAIR TOOLS/BALL MARKERS

Custom Ball Markers
Code: 5001 (plastic), 5004 (domed), 5005 (enamel) 

Premium ball markers available in a variety of materials,

Size: Enamel and domed 25mm, plastic 20mm
Plastic markers available printed in up to 2 colours
Enamel markers available printed in up to 4 colours
Domed markers available with full colour digital print
Blank plastic markers available
Minimum order quantity: 100 (enamel) 25 (domed) 1000 (plastic)
Shipping: 10 working days (domed) 4 weeks (plastic & enamel)

Plastic Repair Tool
Code: 5006 

Inexpensive plastic pitch repair tool, great for giveaway packs.,

Printed in up to 2 colours
Available in white
Blank tools available
Minimum order quantity: 1000
Shipping: 4 weeks

Metal Repair Tool
Code: 5008 

Classic metal pitch repair tool with domed back.

Full colour digital print
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

Nickel Repair Tool with removable marker
Code: 5009 

Nickel pitch repair tool with removable magnetic marker.

Full colour digital print
Multimarker product (see price list)
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

Nickel Cap Clip with removable marker
Code: 5010 

Quality nickel cap clip with removable magnetic marker.

Full colour digital print
Multimarker product (see price list)
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days
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FLIX

Flix Lite Automatic Opening Repair Tool
Code: 4001 

Stylish and durable automatic opening pitch repair tool,
available with or without custom marker

Automatic push button opening
Removable magnetic ball marker
Multimarker product (see price list)
Available with standard or custom marker
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

Flix Lite DS Automatic Opening Repair Tool
Code: 4005 

Stylish and durable automatic opening pitch repair tool with
customised marker and rear decal.

Automatic push button opening
Removable magnetic ball marker
Multimarker product (see price list)
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

Flix Gift Box
Code: 4006 (Lite DS), 4009 (Lite) 

Stylish black presentation box with flocked insert. Available
for Flix Lite or Flix DS

Flix Gift Bag
Code: 4007 

Stylish black velour gift bag, suitable for both Flix Lite
and Flix Lite DS.

Flix Counter Display Stand
Code: 4008 

Perspex counter display with inlaid Flix logo, will hold 12 Flix tools.
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GIFT PACKS

Clic-Clac Tin With 20 Printed Tees
Code: 7004 

Elegant white or silver clic-clac tin filled with premium wooden golf 
tees printed in up to 3 colours,

Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express option available.

Round Window Tin With 40 Printed Tees
Code: 7001 

Classic silver window tin filled with premium wooden golf tees
printed in up to 3 colours,

Tin can be logoed with vinyl dome
Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express option available (not with dome option).

Window Gift Box With 50 Printed Tees
Code: 7007 

Elegant black windowed box with magnetic closure ,filled with
premium wooden printed golf tees printed in up to 3 colours,

Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express option available.

Round Window Tin With 3 Printed Balls
Code: 7019 

Classic silver window tin filled with 3 Callaway Warbird Plus balls

Other balls are available
Full colour print on balls
Tin can be logoed with vinyl dome
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 48
Shipping: 15 working days
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GIFT PACKS

15 Tee Pillow Pack
Code: 7010 

Clear pillow pack filled with tees printed in up to 3 colours.

Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 10 working days

5 day express option available.

Combo Pillow Pack
Code: 7012 

Clear pillow pack filled with 10 printed tees and 1 printed pencil,
printed in up to 2 colours, 1 blank plastic marker and 1 blank 
plastic repair tool.

Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 50
Shipping: 15 working days

Resort Pack
Code: 7014 

10 tees, plastic marker, plastic repair tool and pencil printed in up to 
2 colours packed in a Euroslot bag.

Available with 54mm or 70mm tees 
Branded packaging available on orders over 10,000 pieces
Tees manufactured from sustainable timber resources
Full PMS matching on tees
PDF proof with every order
Minimum order quantity: 250
Shipping: 4 weeks

Nylon Zip Gift Bag
Code: 7016 

White nylon gift bag, can be printed
in up to 3 colours.

Minimum order quantity: 25
Shipping: 15 days

Poly Bagging
Code: 7030 

Clear laminate poly bag

Tees can be bagged in any
quantity, great for portion control

Embroidered Velour Gift Bag
Code: 7020 

Black velour drawstring bag, can be embroidered 
in up to 4 colours.

Minimum order quantity: 12
Shipping: 15 days

*Contents not included
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BIG BALLS

Our new eye catching over size Big Golf Ball display and storage containers give the ideal point to distribute 
your promotional first tee gifts. A highly visible focal point, Big Golf Ball containers are multifunctional and ideal 
for branding or dispensing branded products – uses include, storage point for your first tee gifts, waste disposal, 
advertising, course dressing or tee marking. 
 
Big Ball Golf Balls are available as 18” (46cm) on a tee (with or without outdoor spike), 24” (61cm) on a flat base. 
Our 24” ball features two advertising/logo panels measuring 420mm x 120mm that can be supplied with acrylic, 
full colour logo labels. 
 
These new reusable tubs are made from fully recyclable materials and are manufactured to ISO accreditation 
9001-2008 and are very low maintenance.

Medium Ball With Base Plus Logo
Code: 8002 

White display ball with base and container,. 

24” width
2 420mm x120mm logo panels
Minimum order quantity: 1
Shipping: 15 working days

Small Ball Spike or Stand
Code: 8001 

White display ball on tee with container. 

18” width
Available with ground spike or stand
Minimum order quantity: 1
Shipping: 15 working days
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SRIXON/TOP-FLITE BALLS

Srixon AD333
Code: 930 

The new and improved version of it’s best selling AD333 ball features 
an even larger core, thinner cover and improved aerodynamics.

The larger, highly resilient, soft Energetic Gradient Growth core
provides faster ball speed than it’s predecessor with optimal high 
launch angle and low spin launch conditions. 

The highly resilient and soft Rabalon® HR and Pana-Tetra® blended 
thinner cover provides a high launch with low spin for greater
distance, excellent spin and control with the short irons and a
superior soft feel
.
The high trajectory 333 dimple pattern with advanced aerodynamics 
produces a true, penetrating ball flight in all wind conditions.,

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Srixon Distance
Code: 933 

The NEW AND IMPROVED premium Distance Srixon golf ball has 
higher initial velocity and a penetrating ball flight for greater distance. 

Highly resilient, larger Energetic Gradient Growth core with softer 
compression gives higher initial velocity and high launch angle with 
lower spin resulting in greater carry and distance together with a
responsive light feel.
Highly resilient ionomer cover provides longer drives and exceptional 
cut proof durability.

Aerodynamically superior 420 dimple configuration provides a true 
and penetrating trajectory.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Top-Flite XL Distance
Code: 9008 

The NEW AND IMPROVED premium Distance Srixon golf ball has 
The XL Distance Golf Ball and XL Straight Golf Ball have been the 
go–to balls for distance, durability, and value since the 1980s. Now 
with significant advancements, the XL line is still the ball to tee up 
when you want to leave your buddies‘ shots in the dust.

Afterburner Core Technology provides more distance and feel, while 
the Distance Dimple Technology creates more streamlined ball flight. 
Basically, the XL line is longer than ever and it lasts until the cows 
come home. Even better, the XL Distance Golf Ball and XL Straight 
Golf Ball are both available in value–rich packs of 15 golf balls.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days
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LOGO CALLAWAY BALLS

Tour i(z)
Code: 9001 

The new 4-piece Tour i(s) utilizes second generation Dual Core 
technology, making it easier for golfers of all abilities to generate 
maximum short-game spin. Callaways softest Tour ball features 
refined HEX Aerodynamics for reduced drag and stable, efficient 
ball flight in all wind conditions.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Tour i(s)
Code: 9002 

Callaways most technologically advanced golf ball on Tour. Through
second generation Dual Core technology, Callaway engineers have 
designed a 4-piece Tour ball that delivers even faster ball speeds. 
The refined HEX Aerodynamics pattern has been improved to 
reduce drag and improve flight stability through every kind of wind 
condition. The new urethane cover provides Tour-level feel and 
control around the green with significantly improved durability. 

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

HX Diablo Tour
Code: 9003 

The new HX Diablo Tour combines all the best elements of 
the HX Bite and HX Hot Plus, providing the optimum combination of 
distance, feel and control in a 3-piece performance golf ball.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days
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LOGO CALLAWAY BALLS

HX Diablo
Code: 9005 

Straighter Distance, Softer Feel - The results surprised even us. A 
golf ball this soft, and with this much feel, shouldn’t be able to go 
this far. The new High-Resiliency core is not only soft, but also fast, 
which means you’ll never sacrifice distance for soft feel. Plus, this 
golf ball’s unique low spin properties mean that players who impart 
too much spin off the driver will see more distance and less severe 
hooks and slices. The HX Diablo Golf Ball offers lower driver spin 
and softer feel than most golf balls on the market for superior 
accuracy off the tee and better feel on every shot.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Warbird Plus
Code: 9007 

A redesigned golf ball featuring an all-new faster core construction 
and the addition of HEX Aerodynamics.
The new Warbird Plus Golf Ball becomes a member of the HEX 
family. For the first time on a Warbird, we’ve ditched the dimples 
and incorporated HEX Aerodynamics. When you throw in the new 
high powered core, it becomes the longest Warbird we’ve ever 
made. The durable Ionomer cover provides long-lasting playability 
and also helps increase the deep distance this ball delivers.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Solaire
Code: 9006 

For any women who want to hit shots that fly farther than ever.
Designed to perform ideally at slower swing speeds, the Solaire 
features a soft, resilient core that has been specifically formulated 
to provide increased carry and distance. The low compression core 
produces soft feel off the clubface and patented HEX Aerodynamics 
produces long, efficient ball flight. The Solaire is stylishly offered in 
two colour options: Pure White or High Visibility Pink. Both utilize a 
luminous finish that will add a distinctive flair to any woman’s game.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days
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LOGO TITLEIST BALLS

Pro V1
Code: 913 

The new Tour-proven Titleist Pro V1® golf ball provides the ultimate 
combination of distance, consistent flight, very soft feel and Drop-
And-Stop™ greenside control.  

Exceptional distance 
Consistent flight 
Drop-And-Stop™ greenside control 
Very soft feel on all shots 
Excellent durability 
Tour-proven  

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Pro V1x
Code: 914 

The new Tour-proven Titleist Pro V1x™ golf ball is designed for 
golfers seeking low spin and high velocity for long straight distance, 
consistent flight, and Drop-And-Stop™ greenside control. 

Exceptional distance 
Consistent flight 
Low long game spin 
Drop-And-Stop™ greenside control 
Soft feel on all shots 
Excellent durability 
Tour -proven  

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

NXT Tour
Code: 917 

Experience Next Generation Performance - The New Titleist NXT® 
Tour golf ball represents the Next Generation of Performance for 
golfers seeking long distance with the driver and long irons, yet who 
also demand consistent shot stopping short game control.
Longer Distance with Consistent Shot Stopping Short Game
Control.

Longer, Straight and Consistent Distance
Shot Stopping Short Game Spin and Control
Soft Feel on All Shots
Outstanding Durability

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days
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LOGO TITLEIST/PINNACLE BALLS

NXT
Code: 916 

Experience Next Generation Distance - The New NXT® golf ball 
represents the Next Generation of Distance for golfers seeking 
extreme distance and durability with straight ball flight.

Extreme Distance
Low Spin for Straight Ball Flight
Soft Feel
Cut-Proof Cover Durability

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15  working days

DT Solo
Code: 918 

Distance Never Felt So Good - The New DT® Solo golf ball is 
designed for a broad range of golfers seeking the combination of 
long distance, exceptional feel, responsive short game control and 
cut-proof cover durability.

Long Distance with Driver and Irons
Exceptional Feel on All Shots
Responsive Short Game Control
Cut-Proof Cover Durability

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days

Pinnacle Gold Distance
Code: 921 

Consistent with its distance heritage, Pinnacle continues to provide 
a golf ball product that exceeds those golfer’s expectations whose 
first priority is to hit the golf ball as long as humanly possible. The 
new Pinnacle Gold Distance will appeal to value conscious golfers 
who prioritise long, straight distance. Designed to deliver maximum 
distance, the Pinnacle Gold Distance features a low spin, resilient 
Ionomer cover and a high speed core to provide long, straight 
distance from tee to green. A 332 Icosahedral dimple design helps 
provide consistent ball flight from tee to green with a higher
trajectory for maximum distance. The ‘’Distance’’ alignment
sidestamp promotes better putting accuracy.

Logo area: 25mm circle
Minimum order quantity: 12 dozen
Shipping: 10 to 15 working days
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UMBRELLAS

Birdie
Code: 11001 

Twin fluted ribs on a steel frame. Varnished wooden handle. Choice 
of 15 different colourways. Screen printed. Digital panel printing is 
available for more complicated logos. UK printed. Bespoke options 
are available on the longer lead times.

Please note: This product is not windproof and may buckle in high 
winds.

Number of panels: 8
Single Panel printing available
Full Canopy printing available
Minimum order quantity: 25

*EXPRESS DELIVERY: 3-5 Working Day’s available

Colours:

Albatross
Code: 11003 

The Albatross umbrella has two canopies that incorporate a vent to 
allow gusts of wind to simply pass through the umbrella. Fibreglass 
frame with Storm-proof ribs. Rubber golf grip handle as standard. 10 
colourways to choose from. Screen printed. Digital printing is
available for more complicated logos. More bespoke options are 
available on the longer weeks lead times.

Number of panels: 8
Single Panel printing available
Full Canopy printing available
double canopy: yes
This umbrella is Storm Proof
Minimum order quantity: 25

*EXPRESS DELIVERY: 3-5 Working Day’s available                  

Colours:

Eagle
Code: 11002  

Our most cost effective golf umbrella. Stormproof 75cm ribs. Black 
stem and black pistol grip handle as standard. Various colourways 
available from stock. Full colour “LOGO SUB” now available on ready 
made stock items.

Number of panels: 8
Single Panel printing available
Full Canopy printing available
This umbrella is Storm Proof
Minimum order quantity: 25

Colours:
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ORDERING FROM US

How to order

              

Supply us your artwork 
 
Artwork should be supplied as a high quality vector format file,
ideally as an Adobe Illustrator .AI .EPS or .PDF file. Fonts
within the artwork should always be converted to outlines.

Other formats
If vectorised artwork is not available we can work with other
high resolution artwork (300dpi), formats include .PSD .JPG
.TIFF .BMP or .GIFF, however please note that there may be
additional charges for converting the artwork to a vector format.

Colour references
We print using Pantone inks (pms) therefore we require the
correct Pantone references when ordering. If the Pantone
references are unknown we can match the colours. Whilst we
will always endevour to get the colours as close as possible,
when matching we cannot guarantee an exact colour match
using this method. We will only guarantee to Pantone
match on white products as bleedthrough of the background
colour will usually affect the exact shade.

Proofing
Our studio will send out via email a .PDF proof illustrating how
the supplied artwork will look on the product, to approve the
artwork you can either fax back the approval form or reply back
to the studio via email. We will only continue processing your
order once we have received an approval.

Shipping
Our standard dispatch time is 10 working days from approval
of artwork. If the products are required sooner than 10 working
days we do have express options available at extra cost.

All products are subject to availability. Logoing services are subject to 
the logo dimensions being compatible with the products offered. All 
orders are subject to your individual account status.

The logos and images shown in this catalogue are for display
purposes only and are not intended to suggest or imply that work has 
been undertaken for any company, or that they endorse the products 
upon which their name or logo is shown. The images are to illustrate 
the type of effect possible on the product which it is displayed upon.

Ball, Tee And Pencil Positions & Sizes

25mm circle

45mm x 22mm

35mm x 22mm

35mm x 22mm 11.5mm circle

11.5mm circle27mm x 22mm

Ball print area

Pencil with eraser print area

Pencil without eraser print area

70mm tee print area

54mm tee print area



TEE COLOURS

Pantone reference numbers shown are approximate and meant as a 
guide to the nearest actual Pantone colour,   PMS matched tees are 
available on orders of 10’000 tees or above. Printed Zero Friction tees 
are only available in white.

Standard colours

Neon colours


